The Naughty Vampire Omnibus

Enjoy four tantalizing tales of vampire
naughtiness.
Stories in this Omnibus
include: Annabels First Time Naughty
Forever Shy Lover Sexy Nerd Annabels
First Time: There are many lessons to be
learned as a vampire, and Annabel is in
training to learn how to give men what they
desire. With a dominant master eagerly
willing to show her the ropes, Annabel
must first shed her purity in order to
become the predator that is her vampire
nature. Naughty Forever: Annabel scores a
hot lay at the National Fitness Instructors
Certification course where she meets
Adam, an athletic boy who is also looking
for something more than just getting
certified. As the thralls of passion overtake
them and Annabel succumbs to his gentle
touch, will she be able to take him on as
her first solo victim? Shy Lover: Eric
introduces Annabel to a lesson in seduce
and kill by bringing home sexy scholar
Samuel. But when Samuel gives Annabel
more pleasure than she could have ever
imagined possible, doubt begins to creep in
that she can finish him off by taking his
life. Sexy Nerd: When Annabel takes a
much dreaded trip to the library, she ends
up picking up more than a good book. Will
sexy nerd Nathan be the Superman that
shes been waiting for? Content warning:
For adults only!
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